Appurity Mobile Threat Prevention
See it and stop it on any device. Even on zero-day.

Intelligent protection for the mobile, agile business

Proven partners

Some days, it can feel like the wild west out there. No matter how you design and implement your
security policies, something, or someone, finds their way through.

Appurity has years of experience in the
design, deployment, management and
support of IT infrastructures. We also offer
specialist expertise in infrastructure security,
application and server optimisation, network
audits, regulatory compliance and additional
services. Partnering with us means you can
get more done and focus on the successful
implementation of strategic projects.

And in these days of BYOD and COPE, there’s always that nagging doubt that some user or other
is going to leave a back door open, or even jailbreak their device, with the inevitable disastrous
consequences.
Appurity Mobile Threat Prevention brings together the industry’s leading mobile and network
security vendors to provide a comprehensive blend of complementary solutions. Our expertise
and experience will help you deploy this suite of intelligent security technologies in alignment
with the way you do business.
Your users can work freely with their preferred devices, while your network and assets enjoy
layers of intuitive protection that can even prevent zero-day attacks.

Get in touch
0330 660 0277

Triple lock peace of mind

appurity.co.uk

Three proven solutions form the core of Appurity’s Mobile Threat Prevention solution.
• Integration with existing mobile management solutions
• Purpose-built solutions for highly mobile, multi-platform environments
• Reduced risk of compromise and data loss
• Less downtime, less requirement for costly and disruptive remedial work
• Supports compliance with industry and government regulatory regimes

Lookout
Closes your security gap as your data goes mobile

Cylance
Prevents attacks, with zero reliance on signatures, the cloud, or reputation lookups.

MobileIron
Mobile threat detection and remediation, on-device.

More information is available on our website: www.appurity.co.uk
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Appurity Mobile Threat Prevention
See it and stop it on any device. Even on zero-day.

Artificial intelligence to block real threats

How can Appurity help?

This is security designed and optimised for today’s highly mobile and agile businesses. It uses AI
and advanced algorithms to think ahead of the most sophisticated attackers, blocking zero-day
attacks and reducing the risk of harmful reputational damage and costly reactive repairs.

Appurity is assisting businesses with
their mobility strategy, whether COBO
(Corporate Owned, Business Only), COPE
(Corporate Owned, Personal Enabled),
or BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) .

CylancePROTECT - Proactive, preventive, AI-driven protection
• Uses AI, not signatures, to stop known and unknown malware from
running on endpoints
• Prevents common and unknown (zero-day) threats with no need for a
cloud connection
• Continuous endpoint protection without disrupting end-users

With Appurity Professional Services we are
helping customers in the following areas:
> Working with the customer, we will
examine the use cases, help define the
requirements and objectives and assist
with the project roll-out.
> We can configure and build the UEM,

Lookout Mobile Endpoint Security Extends security policies to mobile devices
• Identifies app-based mobile threats like Malware
• Finds network- and device-based threats
• Discovers web and content-based threats such as Phishing attacks

MobileIron Threat Defense A multi-layered approach to detecting, assessing, and mitigating threats
• Advanced threat detection and classification for iOS and Android
• Adaptive risk mitigation to keep data and assets safe
• Vulnerability assessments to reduce risk and support compliance

“Working with Appurity gave us a more strategic approach.”
Senior Project Manager, Greater London Authority

“Appurity was the ideal partner to help keep us in line with
government guidelines on data security.”
Senior Consultant, Surrey County Council

More information is available on our website: www.appurity.co.uk

create the profiles and policies based on
business mobility management criteria.
> Device and system management:
device performance measurement,
device health diagnostics, connection
optimisation and security.
> Application and messaging management:
security and distribution for practice
messaging systems and mobile
applications, as well as all maintenance.
> We are advising customers on their
mobility and app strategy with solutions
that conform to regulatory or security
guidelines, such as NCSC Guidelines, PSN
for COBO, COPE and/or BYOD.

Your organisation deserves
the leader in Mobile
Threat Prevention
Get in touch
0330 660 0277
appurity.co.uk

